Markiewicz et al., 2012: 40 Patients (allogeneic), RCT, not blinded

Tyler, K. (2011) in: Maziarz, R. T., Slater, S.: Blood and Marrow Transplant Handbook. Instantly find & access educational materials and complete eLearning activities at your leisure. Native iPad/iPhone/Android Apps are available. The EBMT Handbook (2012) also recommends other methods as follows: (1) Continuous infusion in 1 L of 0.9% saline over 12–24 h, beginning 4 h prior.
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February 3, 2012: "Trattamento Handbook of pediatric nursing) Badon-Cesaro, Casa Editrice Ambrosiana
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Web site of the Joint Accreditation Committee-ISCT & EBMT (JACIE). JACIE is an international standards and accreditation body focussed on bone marrow. Available at: ebmt.org/Contents/Resources/Library/EBMTESHhandbook/Pages/EBMT-ESH-handbook.aspx Accessed February 2012.
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